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I am pleased to present the 2007 edition of New Zealand 

Road Safety Research. The information in this publication is 

collected each year in a survey of New Zealand research and 

funding organisations. It includes all reported research with 

a New Zealand component on any aspect of road 

safety being undertaken or completed during the year 

under review.

The Ministry of Transport is responsible for fostering and 

coordinating road safety research in New Zealand. We 

welcome this responsibility and see the production of this 

document as one of the many ways we can work towards 

fulfi lling it. This summary report is published annually and is 

available on the Ministry’s website.

Research projects described here are arranged 

alphabetically by title under six main subject areas: alcohol 

and drugs, data analysis, economics, engineering, human 

factors and miscellaneous.

This information is also provided in electronic form to 

ARRB Group Ltd, which produces the bibliographic 

database, Australian Transport Index database (ATRI).  ATRI 

represents the holdings of the ARRB Transport Research 

Library as well as a number of other transport-related 

libraries. It covers both Australian and overseas material 

relating to land transport and contains records of books, 

reports, individual journal articles and conference papers.

I trust you will fi nd the New Zealand Road Safety Research 

2007 report useful and informative. Your comments or 

suggestions on its content would be most welcome; please 

address them to the Manager, Transport Research and 

Evaluation, Ministry of Transport, PO Box 3175, Wellington 

6140, New Zealand.

Wayne Donnelly

Acting Chief Executive, Ministry of Transport

FOREWORD
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Lowering the drinking age: the New Zealand example

Investigating organisation Pacifi c Institute for Research & Evaluation; Injury Prevention Research Unit,   

  University of Otago.

Supporting organisation National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (United States)

Principal investigators Begg, D; Davie, G; Kypri, K; Langley, J; Stephenson, S; Tippets, S; Voas, R.

Aims/objectives To determine whether the reduction in the alcohol purchase age from 20 to   

  18 caused an increase in alcohol consumption by youths aged 15 to19, whether  

  there were increased injuries from alcohol-related traffi c crashes involving drivers  

  aged 15 to 19, and whether there were increased alcohol-related non-traffi c   

  hospitalisations of youths aged 15 to19.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings The fi rst stage of this project examining alcohol-related traffi c crashes has been  

  completed and a paper has been published. The second stage of the project is  

  under way and a paper examining the methodological aspects of this study is being  

  considered for publication.

Commencement  January 2004

Scheduled completion Ongoing

Publications Begg, D; Davie, G; Kypri, K; Langley, J; Stephenson, S; Tippets, S; Voas, R. (2006)  

  Minimum purchase age for alcohol and traffi c-crash injuries among 15 -19 year olds  

  in New Zealand. American Journal of Public Health 96:126-131.

  Begg, D; Davie, G; Kypri, K; Langley, J; Voas, R. Routinely collected data may  

  not suffi ce in the evaluation of important policy changes: the New Zealand alcohol  

  purchase age example (under consideration).

Address for copies IPRUNZ@otago.ac.nz, Injury Prevention Research Unit, University of Otago, 

  PO Box 913, Dunedin 9054, New Zealand.

ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
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Monitoring the effectiveness of road safety countermeasures

Investigating organisation Ministry of Transport    

Principal investigators Frith, W J; Jones, W R; Povey, L J.

Aims/objectives To use crash data and other information including behavioural measures to monitor  

  the effectiveness of road safety countermeasures.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings To date evaluation(s) on the effectiveness of speed cameras (overt and covert),  

  compulsory breath testing, and the wearing of cycle helmets have been completed.  

  Monitoring of various road safety countermeasures continues but at this stage no  

  further papers are planned.

Commencement January 2003

Scheduled completion Ongoing

Publications Mara, M K; Davies, R B; Frith, W J. Evaluation of the Impact of Compulsory   

  Breath Testing and Speed Cameras in New Zealand. Proceedings Roads ‘96   

  Conference, Part 5, pp. 269-82.

 Povey, L J; Frith, W J; Graham, P G (1999). Cycle helmet effectiveness in   

 New Zealand. Accident Analysis and Prevention 31, 763-770.

 Keall, M D; Povey, L J: Frith W J (2001). The relative effectiveness of a hidden  

 versus a visible speed camera programme. Accident Analysis and Prevention  

 33 (2) 277-284.

 Keall, M D; Povey, L J: Frith W J (2002). Further results from a trial comparing  

 a hidden speed camera programme with visible camera operation. Accident   

 Analysis and Prevention 34 (6) 773-777.

Address for copies Transport Monitoring, Ministry of Transport, PO Box 3175, Wellington 6140, 

  New Zealand.

DATA ANALYSIS
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Traffi c-Related Injury in the Pacifi c (TRIP)

Investigating organisations University of Auckland; Fiji School of Medicine; Department of Health (Fiji, Samoa  

  and Palau).  

Supporting organisations Health Research Council; Wellcome Trust (United Kingdom).

Principal investigators Jackson, R T; Ameratunga, S.

Aims/objectives To gain the critical scientifi c knowledge that will help prioritise effective strategies  

  to prevent traffi c-related injury in Pacifi c communities, and to develop a trained and  

  competent workforce to address other and future threats to the health and safety of  

  Pacifi c peoples more generally.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Several conference presentations and information seminars have been undertaken  

  for hospital and service providers, community organisations, and other   

  stakeholders; input into national injury prevention policy in Fiji has been provided;  

  a series of articles based on analyses is nearing completion; a training module for  

  injury prevention is being developed.

Commencement March 2004

Scheduled completion February 2008 (Wellcome Trust component), December 2009 (HRC component)

Publications Kafoa, B and Wainiqolo, I (2007) WHO Western Pacifi c Region Injury and Domestic  

  Violence prevention policy.

  Ameratunga S, Hijar M, Norton R. Road traffi c injuries: confronting disparities to  

  address a global health problem (review). Lancet 2006; 367: 1533-40.

Address for copies Email: s.ameratunga@auckland.ac.nz
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Risk trend analysis 

Investigating organisation Ministry of Transport 

Principal investigators Leung, J; Quazi, A; Mara, M K.

Aims/objectives To analyse the trend in fatality risk by time and space (weekday vs weekend, night  

  vs day and state highway vs local roads) and also by Police districts.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Monitoring of road safety risk trends continues.

Commencement January 2003

Scheduled completion Ongoing

Publications Guria, J C; Mara, M K (2004). Trends in road travel risk in recent years in 

  New Zealand by time and space. Towards Sustainable Land Transport Conference,  

  Wellington, New Zealand.

  Quazi, A (2004) Recent trends in road fatalities in New Zealand related to speed  

  and alcohol. Road Safety Research, Policing and Education Conference, Perth,  

  Western Australia.

Address for copies Transport Monitoring, Ministry of Transport, PO Box 3175, Wellington 6140, 

ECONOMICS

Road safety resource allocation model

Investigating organisation Ministry of Transport 

Principal investigators Guria, J C; Leung, J.

Aims/objectives To develop and refi ne a resource allocation model for road safety funding.  

  Completed

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings Ongoing analysis pending until further data becomes available.

Commencement June 1995

Scheduled completion Ongoing

Publications 1. Bliss, A G; Guria, J C; Jones, W R; Rockliffe, N A. (1998). A Road Safety Resource  

  Allocation Model – Working Paper 1: Principles and Structure/Enforcement   

  Results.

  2. Bliss, A G; Guria, J C; Jones, W R; Rockliffe, N A. (1999). A Road Safety Resource  

  Allocation Model. Transport Reviews vol. 19, no. 4, 281-303.

Address for copies 1. www.ltsa.govt.nz/publications/docs/sdwp1.pdf

  2. Transport Monitoring, Ministry of Transport, PO Box 3175, Wellington 6140,

       New Zealand.
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Social costs of crashes and injuries 

Investigating organisation Ministry of Transport 

Principal investigators Leung, J; Jones, W. 

Aims/objectives To provide estimates of the average social cost per injury and crash, and the   

  average social cost per reported crash and injury.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings Annual update on schedule for publication in July 2008 on the Ministry of   

  Transport’s website.

Commencement June 1999

Scheduled completion Ongoing

Publications The social cost of road crashes and injuries: June 2007 update, Ministry of   

  Transport.

Address for copies 1. www.transport.govt.nz/socialcost

  2. Transport Monitoring, Ministry of Transport, PO Box 3175, Wellington 6140,  

       New Zealand.
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Accident benefi ts of sealing unsealed roads 

Investigating organisation Beca Infrastructure Ltd 

Supporting organisations Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Bradshaw, P; Minchington, J.

Aims/objectives To determine if there is suffi cient data available to enable the ‘accident benefi t or  

  cost’ of sealing a road to be calculated with a desired level of confi dence.

Status Completed

Progress/fi ndings No statistically signifi cant change in the accident rate was found following the  

  sealing of roads. To determine any regression to the mean effects, a background  

  trend analysis was conducted and no signifi cant overall change was found in  

  the accident rate during the period 1990 - 2005. The research concludes that there  

  is no statistical benefi t or disbenefi t associated with sealing unsealed roads, and  

  recommends that site-specifi c ‘before and after’ studies are conducted into the  

  study outliers and a portion of fl at South Island sites.

Commencement January 2006

Scheduled completion February 2007

Publications Bradshaw, P; Turner, S A (2007). Accident benefi ts of sealing unsealed roads

Address for copies http://www.landtransport.govt.nz/research/reports/314.pdf

Crash rates at rural junctions

Investigating organisation Beca Infrastructure Ltd

Supporting organisation Road Safety Trust

Principal investigators Turner, S A; Roozenburg, A P.

Aims/objectives To develop accident prediction models for the more common rural   

  intersection types.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Final report nearing completion.

Commencement January 2005

Scheduled completion June 2008

ENGINEERING
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Crash risk relationships for quantifying the safety improvment potential of road networks

Investigating organisation Opus International Consultants Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Cenek, P; Davies, R B; Henderson, R.

Aims/objectives To develop a tool, for use by road safety practitioners, that can be applied at a route  

  level and network-wide level to identify the potential safety gains for the motoring  

  public from engineering measures such as realignment and high-friction surfacings.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings A database has been generated and statistical analysis is in progress. 

Commencement  July 2006

Scheduled completion June 2008

Publications Cenek, P and Davies, R B (2006). Modelling and Analysis of Crash Densities for  

  Karangahake Gorge, New Zealand. Australasian Road Safety Research, Policing,  

  Education Conference, Surfers Paradise, Queensland. 

Address for copies http://www.rsconference.com/pdf/RS060009.pdf
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Curve speed management

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd; Traffi c & Road Safety   

  Research Group, Waikato University

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Charlton, S G; Baas, P H; de Pont, J; de Jong, D.

Aims/objectives The research involves taking the multiple threads of road geometry, current   

  vehicle speeds around curves, crash rates, driver judgements of appropriate  

  speeds, vehicle dynamics, road camber, and the results of earlier studies to   

  identify and evaluate potential treatments.

Status Completed

Progress/fi ndings The results indicated that advance warning signs on their own were not as effective  

  at reducing speeds as when they were used in conjunction with chevron sight  

  boards and/or repeater arrows. 

  Of all the road marking treatments, only the rumble strips produced any   

  appreciable reductions in speed.

  The herringbone treatment had the effect of fl attening a driver’s path through the  

  curve, with a somewhat more substantial effect for curves to the right than curves  

  to the left.

  A follow-on test found that when the herringbone treatment was combined with  

  chevron and repeater arrow signs, the treatment achieved both a reliable reduction  

  in speed and improved lane positions.

Commencement July 2004

Scheduled completion July 2007

Publications Charlton, S G and de Pont, J. (2007) Curve Speed Management. Land   

  Transport New Zealand, Wellington.

Address for copies http://www.landtransport.govt.nz/research/reports/323.pdf
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Delineation investment priorities

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Charlton, S G; Baas, P H; Mackie, H.

Aims/objectives To develop a management tool that will assist road controlling authorities and  

  their consultants to prioritise where and what type of delineation treatments  

  should be used to obtain the greatest road safety benefi ts.

Status Completed 

Progress/fi ndings It would appear that audio-tactile road markings provide signifi cant safety benefi ts  

  that outweigh the treatment costs even at relatively low traffi c volumes. This report  

  recommends that audio-tactile profi led road markings be installed more widely  

  where road conditions allow, and policy changes should refl ect this. 

  Further research should be conducted to determine the appropriateness of their  

  use in situations where limited sealed shoulders exist, such as near residential  

  dwellings and where the road is commonly used by cyclists. 

Commencement July 2005

Scheduled completion July 2007

Publications Mackie, H W and Baas, P H (2007). The cost-effectiveness of delineation   

  improvements for safety, Land Transport New Zealand, Wellington.

Address for copies http://www.landtransport.govt.nz/research/reports/322.pdf

Evidential based guidelines for temporary speed limits

Investigating organisation Opus International Consultants Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Moorthy H; Murray, S; Walton, D; Locke, N; Cenek, P.

Aims/objectives To produce clear and simple guidelines for the setting of safe, appropriate and  

  consistent temporary speed limits around work zones.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings A desktop review of previous studies and available data is being undertaken to  

  establish the relationship between road conditions and travel speeds. A survey of  

  driver perceptions of road conditions is being carried out in areas with temporary  

  speed restrictions, to test whether driver behaviour is consistent when compared to  

  unrestricted areas.

Commencement July 2006

Scheduled completion October 2008
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Flush median safety

Investigating organisation GHD Ltd; University of Auckland.

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand; Auckland City Council

Principal investigators Cleaver, S; Jurisich, I; Dunn. R.

Aims/objectives To research the safety of fl ush median barriers in Auckland City. To observe   

  whether there are reductions in crash severity, and if they prevent certain types of  

  crashes from occurring. 

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Between July 2004 and February 2006, research was undertaken on the safety  

  implications of fl ush medians in Auckland, New Zealand. A site-by-site benefi t/ 

  cost analysis found that 38 percent of studied sites achieved a negative benefi t/ 

  cost ratio, proving that separate analysis is required for every proposed fl ush  

  median site. The Width of a fl ush median was found to have no effect on overall  

  benefi t/cost ratios.   

  A methodology was formed to predict crash patterns at proposed fl ush median  

  sites. The Preliminary Guidelines for Safer Flush Medians were updated to include  

  fi ndings from this research. A general process to follow when implementing fl ush  

  medians was formed, including the identifi cation of site characteristics, prediction  

  of crashes using the methodology, and remedial measures to improve safety. The  

  use of these guidelines should ensure safety increases and crash savings at all fl ush  

  median sites.

Commencement July 2004

Scheduled completion June 2007

Publications Cleaver, S; Jurisich, I; Dunn, R. Safety implications of fl ush medians in   

  Auckland City – further analyses, Land Transport New Zealand, Wellington.

Address for copies http://www.landtransport.govt.nz/research/reports/312.pdf
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Log truck safety

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd; Log Truck Safety Council. 

Supporting organisation Forest Owners Association

Principal investigators Baas, P H; Wilshier, W.

Aims/objectives To improve the safety of log trucks.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings A set of industry standards has been developed based on the research done  

  for the Log Truck Safety Council.  There is now a copy of the standards in every  

  log truck in New Zealand.  It has been offi cially recognised as a Code of Practice by  

  Land Transport NZ and a Best Practice Guideline by the Department of Labour.

Commencement 1998

Scheduled completion Ongoing 

Publications Baas, P H; Wilshier, W (2005). Achievements in improving log truck safety.

  Baas, P H; de Pont, J J; Wilshier, W. (2006) Safety Gains In Log Transport In 

  New Zealand, International Forum for Road Transport Technology 9th International  

  Symposium on Heavy Vehicle Weights and Dimensions, Pennsylvania, June 2006.

Address for copies  TERNZ Ltd, PO Box 97-846, South Auckland Mail Centre, Manukau 2240.

Improved effectiveness and innovation for audio-tactile profi led road markings

Investigating organisation Opus International Consultants Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Dravitzki, V; Henderson, R; Lamb, S; Lester, T; Walton, D.

Aims/objectives This project aims to ensure that audio-tactile profi led (ATP) road markings are  

  established and maintained at dimensions that ensure their maximum effectiveness.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Establishing the relationship between noise, vibration and dimensions is   

  nearly complete. The next stage will involve surveying the human responses to  

  those effects.

Commencement July 2007

Scheduled completion June 2009
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Minimal design parameters for cycle connectivity

Investigating organisation Opus International Consultants Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Kean, R; Lamb, S; Spelchan, J; Thomas, J; Walton, D.

Aims/objectives To establish the minimum cycle lane design parameters to ensure safe and   

  uninterrupted cycle journeys in urban settings. To use the results to guide the  

  design of new road developments and retrofi tting.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Literature review and project plan complete.

Commencement July 2007

Scheduled completion June 2009

New techniques (countdown pedestrian timers) to improve the safety and effi ciency of signal-
controlled pedestrian crossings.

Investigating organisation MWH Global; HTS Group. 

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigator Wilkie, S 

Aims/objectives The project will take the form of a pilot trial of two sites with high pedestrian  

  demand.   

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings The project is on schedule and the draft fi nal report is due to be submitted to  

  Land Transport NZ by 30 June 2008. Findings of the Auckland City countdown  

  pedestrian timer trial were presented at the October 2007 Traffi c Management  

  Workshop and Technical Conference.

Commencement August 2006

Scheduled completion June 2008
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Relationship between road geometry, observed travel speed and rural crashes

Investigating organisation Beca Infrastructure Ltd; MWH NZ Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Tate, F; Turner, S A.

Aims/objectives To investigate the relationship between observed free speed, the ‘safe’ driving  

  speed and ‘speed related’ crashes on various elements of rural roads.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings The draft report has been submitted to Land Transport NZ. Peer review   

  confi rmation is awaited and publication date is likely to be mid-year.

Commencement July 2005

Scheduled completion March 2008

Publications Tate, F; Turner, S A (in press). Relationship between Road Geometry,   

  Observed Travel Speed and Rural Crashes.

Address for copies Email research@landtransport.govt.nz Land Transport New Zealand, PO Box 2840,  

  Wellington 6140, New Zealand.

Public lighting for safe and attractive pedestrian areas

Investigating organisation Opus International Consultants

Supporting organisations Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Dravitzki, V; Lester, T.

Aims/objectives To develop guidelines for using public lighting to create safe and attractive   

  pedestrian areas. The guidelines will be prepared through a review of national and  

  international lighting strategies. The project will provide information to assist  

  lighting designers to select lighting that will improve pedestrians’ sense of comfort  

  and safety.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings  Draft review completed and draft guidelines under preparation.

Commencement July 2004

Scheduled completion July 2009 
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Roundabout accident prediction models – the infl uence of speed and visibility

Investigating organisation Beca Infrastructure Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Roozenburg, A P; Turner, S A; Smith, A W.

Aims/objectives To expand the current accident prediction models (previously developed by the  

  study researchers for roundabouts, and based on traffi c, pedestrian and cycle  

  fl ows)  to include geometric design elements such as defl ection, approach   

  alignment, visibility and approach, and negotiation speed variables.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings The draft report has been submitted to Land Transport NZ. Peer review   

  confi rmation is awaited and publication date is likely to be mid-year.

Commencement July 2005

Scheduled completion March 2008

Publications Roozenburg, A P; Turner, S A (in press). Roundabout Accident Prediction   

  Models – The Infl uence of Speed and Visibility

Address for copies Email research@landtransport.govt.nz Land Transport New Zealand, PO Box 2840,  

  Wellington 6140, New Zealand.

Rural crash prediction model – next generation

Investigating organisation Beca Infrastructure Ltd; MWH NZ Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Tate, F; Turner, S A; Smith, A W.

Aims/objectives To better understand the relationship between rural road crashes and road features  

  by developing the next generation of crash prediction models for rural roads.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings

Commencement October 2007

Scheduled completion November 2008
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Self-explaining roads for sustainable communities

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd

Supporting organisation Foundation for Research Science and Technology

Principal investigators Baas, P; Charlton, S, Mackie, H.

Aims/objectives To improve the safety and sustainability of the urban environment by managing  

  driver behaviour through the use of self-explaining roads (SER) treatments that can  

  be retro-fi tted to the existing urban road infrastructure.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings The fi rst trial is being conducted in the Point England area of Auckland   

  City. A survey was undertaken of residents. A steering group was formed.   

  SER treatments have been developed for a hierarchy of road functions.

Commencement July 2007

Scheduled completion June 2009

Spatial–temporal modelling of road traffi c accidents in Christchurch

Investigating organisation Departments of Geography and Civil Engineering, Canterbury University

Supporting organisation University of Canterbury

Principal investigators Sabel, C E; Kingham, S; Nicholson, A J; Dantas, A S.

Aims/objectives To develop and extend spatial modelling techniques to describe the variability  

  of road traffi c accidents. To examine the impact of transport policy initiatives  

  (e.g., engineering treatments, social interventions) on road traffi c accidents   

  in Christchurch.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings

Commencement July 2004

Scheduled completion June 2007
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The infl uence of binder rise in reducing tyre-road friction

Investigating organisation Opus Central Laboratories      

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Cenek, P; Henderson, R; Jamieson, N; Wilson, D.

Aims/objectives This project will focus on New Zealand chipseal road surfaces to: (1) identify the  

  most robust algorithm to detect the extent of binder rise (a fully-fl ushed surface  

  corresponding to 100 percent binder rise) for State Highway (SH) management  

  purposes, and (2) quantify the reduction in friction associated with binder rise. This  

  latter objective will be achieved by using Auckland University’s Dynamic Friction 

  Tester (DFT).

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings The best statistic to detect fl ushing has been determined through:

  • calculation of various statistics from 2D texture profi les and correlation of these  

      statistics with visual ratings of fl ushing

  • Skid resistance tests and analysis of the effect of binder rise on braking   

      coeffi cients have been carried out.

Commencement July 2007

Scheduled completion December 2008
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The usability and safety of audio-tactile profi led road markings

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd.    

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Baas, P; Edgar, J, Mackie, H.

Aims/objectives To review current practice for audio-tactile profi led markings on New Zealand  

  roads, and to investigate extending their use on lower volume roads, leading to new  

  best practice guidelines or rules.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings A detailed literature review has been undertaken. Meetings have been held with  

  key stakeholders and a survey has been undertaken. A report, in the form of a  

  discussion document, was prepared and used as the basis of a workshop session  

  held in April with key stakeholders.  

Commencement July 2007

Scheduled completion July 2008
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Analysis of the safety benefi ts of heavy vehicle accreditation

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd; Ian Wright and Associates

Supporting organisation Austroads

Principal investigators Baas, P H; Rufford, P; Wright, I.

Aims/objectives To determine the safety benefi ts of the heavy vehicle accreditation schemes in  

  Australia, such as: NHVAS Mass Management, NHVAS Maintenance Management,  

  the Western Australia Heavy Vehicle Scheme, and Trucksafe. 

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings  The report is at the fi nal editing stage and will be available from the   

  Austroads’ website soon.

Commencement February 2005

Scheduled completion April 2008

Publication Baas, P H; Taramoeroa, N (in press). Analysis of the safety benefi ts of   

  heavy vehicle accreditation schemes. Austroads, Sydney.

Address for copies  Austroads http://www.austroads.com.au/

HUMAN FACTORS

Behavioural infl uences on fuel use – attitudes to vehicle size and safety

Investigating organisation Opus Central Laboratories

Supporting organisation Foundation for Research, Science and Technology

Principal investigators Thomas, J A; Walton, D.

Aims/objectives To determine whether drivers perceive larger vehicles to be safer and, if so,   

  whether this concern for safety motivates drivers to purchase sports utility vehicles  

  (SUVs).

Status Completed

Progress/fi ndings  A report is in press.

Commencement August 2004

Scheduled completion June 2007

Publication Thomas, J A; Walton, D (in press). Vehicle size and driver perceptions of   

  safety. International Journal of Sustainable Transport.

Address for copies  Opus Central Laboratories, PO Box 30845, Lower Hutt 5040.
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Cycle safety – reducing the crash risk

Investigating organisation Beca Infrastructure Ltd

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Turner, S A; Roozenburg, A P.

Aims/objectives To establish what additional reductions in crash risk for cyclists can be achieved  

  by reducing traffi c speeds, installing cycle lanes, cycle paths and intersection  

  cycle facilities.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings A fi rst draft of the project report is completed and is under peer review.

Commencement July 2005

Scheduled completion June 2008

Publication Turner, S A; Roozenburg, A P (in press). Cycle safety – reducing the crash risk

Address for copies Email: research@landtransport.govt.nz Land Transport New Zealand, PO Box 2840,  

  Wellington 6140, New Zealand.

Distractive effects of cellphone use

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd; University of Waikato. 

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigator Charlton, S G

Aims/objectives To investigate the role of ‘conversation suppression’; for example, when drivers and  

  passengers stop talking when approaching particularly demanding or hazardous  

  driving situations.

Progress/fi ndings The experimental phase of the project is virtually complete.  Over 120 drivers have  

  been tested using the Waikato University driving simulator. Preliminary analysis  

  of the results suggests that there is little difference in the disruptive effects of hand- 

  held compared to hands-free cellphone use.

Status Active

Commencement July 2006

Scheduled completion June 2008
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Driver fatigue literature review

Investigating organisation Supplejack Ltd

Principal investigator  McKernon, S

Aims/objectives To review the literature on driver fatigue since 2000.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings A draft report is under review

Commencement  October 2007

Scheduled completion June 2008

Epidemiology of motorcycling injury in New Zealand 

Investigating organisation Injury Prevention Research Unit, University of Otago. 

Principal investigators  Begg, D; Davie, G; Langley, J; Samaranayaka, A; de Graff, B. 

Aims/objectives To provide an overview of the epidemiology of motorcycling injury   

  crashes in New Zealand, with an emphasis on serious injury crashes, and to   

  examine the association between motorcycle crash characteristics and the 

  severity of injury. 

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings The epidemiological analysis to provide a comprehensive overview of the   

  burden of motorcycling injury in New Zealand is under way.

Commencement  July 2007

Scheduled completion June 2009
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Evaluation of New Zealand’s road safety advertising and policing package

Investigating organisation Ministry of Transport 

Principal investigator Leung, J 

Aims/objectives To evaluate the effects of a high-intensity enforcement and advertising programme  

  that targets alcohol-impaired drivers, speeding and seatbelt use.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings No further evaluation work has been carried out since the 2003 review. Regular  

  advertising research briefs continue to support the package.

Commencement July 1995

Scheduled completion Ongoing

Publication Cameron, M; Vulcan, P (1996). Review of the evaluation of the SRSP and its   

  outcomes. Report to the Land Transport Safety Authority.

  Cameron, M; Vulcan, P (1998). Evaluation Review of the SRSP and its outcomes  

  during the fi rst two years. Report to the Land Transport Safety Authority.

  Cameron, M; Guria, J; Leung, J (2002) An evaluation of the Supplementary Road  

  Safety Package: July 1995 to June 2000.

  Guria, J C; Leung, J (2003). An evaluation of a supplementary road safety package.  

  Accident Analysis and Prevention (36) 5, 893-904.

Address for copies Transport Monitoring, Ministry of Transport, PO Box 3175, Wellington 6140, 

  New Zealand

Fatigue engineering countermeasures in New Zealand

Investigating organisation ARRB Group

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand 

Principal investigators Mabbott, N; Roberts, P; Turner, B.

Aims/objectives To investigate suitable engineering countermeasures against fatigue crashes on  

  New Zealand roads, and specifi cally for roads that have a high number of known  

  fatigue crashes. To trial one or more of these countermeasures to determine their  

  impact on the reduction of the number and severity of accidents. 

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Inactive project progressed to stage 1 only. Stage 2 not proceeding.

Commencement July 2006

Scheduled completion December 2007
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Frontal lobe project

Investigating organisation Waikato University 

Supporting organisation Accident Compensation Corporation; New Zealand Automobile Association; Road  

  Safety Trust; Road Transport & Logistics.

Principal investigator Isler, R.

Aims/objectives A double-blind longitudinal study of the effectiveness of cognitive skills-training  

  designed to enhance executive functioning in young drivers.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings A draft fi nal report has been provided and is being reviewed.

Commencement October 2006

Scheduled completion December 2007

Health and fi tness for older log truck drivers

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd    

Supporting organisation Accident Compensation Corporation; Log Transport Safety Council.

Principal investigator Mackie, H

Aims/objectives To profi le the health, fi tness and injury rate of log truck drivers in order to address  

  concerns about the increasing incidence of health and injury-related problems of  

  older drivers in the industry.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings The research has been completed and a number of health and fi tness   

  interventions are now being developed for implementation during 2008.

Commencement November 2006

Scheduled completion February 2008

Publication Mackie, H (in press). The health and fi tness of log truck drivers. Accident  Analysis  

  and Prevention.

Address for copies Email: tgmservices@xtra.co.nz  Bruce Nairn, Log Transport Safety Council,   

  127 Balmoral Drive, Tokoroa, New Zealand.
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Health effects of intervening in the trip to work

Investigating organisation Otago University; University of Auckland; Massey University; Synergia. 

Supporting organisation Health Research Council of New Zealand

Principal investigators Connor, J; Kearns, R; MacMillan, A; Rees, D; Witten, K; Woodward, A. 

Aims/objectives To investigate the overall effect of Work Travel Plans (WTPs) on health in Auckland,  

  using a computer model to represent what is currently known about the complex  

  relationships between transport and health.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings 

Commencement October 2007

Scheduled completion September 2010

Improved delineation – a new method of assessing the effect of better delineation on driving

Investigating organisation Opus Central Laboratories 

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Dravitzki, V; Walton, D; Fourie, M.

Aims/objectives To further develop a method to establish the effect of improved delineation on  

  driving; a technique known as ’hands-on‘, which identifi es drivers’ perceptions of  

  risk as they are driving.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Develop hands-on technique: completed. Implement technique: in progress.

Commencement July 2006

Scheduled completion August 2008
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Improving the safety of older pedestrians

Investigating organisation New Zealand Institute for Research on Ageing, School of Government, Victoria  

  University of Wellington. 

Supporting organisation John Bailey Road Safety Research Fund

Principal investigators Davey, J A; Wilton, V.

Aims/objectives To explore the views and experiences of older people in relation to improving  

  pedestrian safety. In addition, the views of road safety coordinators and local  

  authority offi cers with responsibility for pedestrian infrastructure were canvassed.

Status Completed

Progress/fi ndings The views and perceptions relating to the safety of older pedestrians, gathered  

  from the three contributing groups, were very similar, and they highlighted three  

  broad areas: the adequacy of the pedestrian infrastructure, the potential danger  

  when crossing roads, and the reduced ability of some older people. In terms of  

  addressing these issues all three groups emphasised the centrality of infrastructure  

  design and maintenance, combined with educational campaigns aimed at both  

  pedestrians and drivers. All identifi ed the need for the offi cers of local authorities  

  and central government to consult with older people about the issues. 

Commencement April 2006

Scheduled completion August 2008

Publication Wilton, V; Davey, J A (2007). Improving the Safety of Older Pedestrians.

Address for copies www.victoria.ac.nz/nzira/downloads/OPS_FINAL_REPORT.pdf

  New Zealand Institute for Research on Ageing, School of Government, Victoria   

  University of Wellington, PO Box 600 Wellington, ($25).
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Measuring perceived risk – self-reported and actual hand positions of SUV and car drivers

Investigating organisation Opus Central Laboratories  

Supporting organisation Foundation for Research, Science and Technology

Principal investigators Thomas, J; Walton, D.

Aims/objectives To examine the use of hand positions on the steering wheel as an indirect measure  

  of perceived risk.

Status Completed 

Progress/fi ndings A report was published in 2007.

Commencement August 2004

Scheduled completion June 2007

Publications Thomas, J; Walton, D. (2007). Measuring perceived risk: self-reported and actual  

  hand positions of SUV and car drivers. Transportation Research, Part F: Psychology  

  and Behaviour 10 (3), 201-207.

Address for copies Opus Central Laboratories, PO Box 30845, Lower Hutt 5040, New Zealand

Mind the gap

Investigating organisation Victoria University   

Supporting organisation John Bailey Road Safety Research Fund

Principal investigators Harper, D N; Hunt, M.

Aims/objectives The study identifi ed procedures to teach road users to focus on speed as well as  

  distance to an oncoming vehicle. A user-friendly training system was developed,  

  based on the most effective procedure identifi ed.

Status Completed 

Progress/fi ndings Project completed. Report provided to funders and other interested parties.   

  Manuscript for publication in preparation.

Commencement March 2006

Scheduled completion August 2007

Publications Harper, D N; Hunt, M (2007). Mind The Gap: Training road users to use speed and  

  distance when making gap-acceptance decisions.

Address for copies Maree Hunt, School of Psychology, Victoria University of Wellington, P.O. Box 600,  

  Wellington
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Motor cycle injuries and deaths

Investigating organisation Injury Prevention Research Unit, University of Otago    

Supporting organisation Accident Compensation Corporation

Principal investigators Begg, D; Langley, J; Simpson, J; Smartt, P.

Aims/objectives To undertake a systematic review of international literature and comparative   

  analysis of motor cycle legislation, policies and programmes; to undertake a   

  descriptive epidemiology of motor cycle injury, trends and culture of motor   

  cycling in NZ; and to develop recommendations for new legislation, policy and  

  programmes.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings Ethics approval obtained, project has commenced.

Commencement November 2007

Scheduled completion June 2009
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New Zealand Drivers’ Study: a follow-up study of newly licensed drivers

Investigating organisation Injury Prevention Research Unit, University of Otago; Ng-ai Tahu M-aori Health  

  Research Unit (Dunedin); School of Population Health (Auckland University)     

Supporting organisation Health Research Council; Accident Compensation Corporation; Road Safety Trust

Principal investigators Begg, D; Brookland, R; McDowell, A; Langley, J; Broughton, J; Ameratunga, S. 

Aims/objectives The primary objective of this study is to examine risk and protective factors for  

  traffi c-related injury among newly licensed drivers in New Zealand, and from  

  this identify factors that can be targeted to reduce these injuries. This will be done  

  by exploring the relationship between a comprehensive range of driving and traffi c  

  safety related factors (e.g. driving experience, motivation for driving/licensing,  

  driver training, alcohol use, risk-taking) and subsequent traffi c crashes and   

  convictions among newly licensed drivers.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings Recruitment of the study cohort is now complete, with approximately   

  4,000 newly licensed car drivers participating in the study and having   

  completed the learner licence questionnaire.  Follow-up interviews   

  are progressing well, with a follow-up rate of around 90%.  In early 2008,   

  around 1,200 interviews were completed at the restricted licence stage   

  and around 40 completed the full licence interview.

Commencement November 2005

Scheduled completion June 2010

Publications Begg, D; Brookland, R; Hope, J; Langley, J; Broughton, J. (2003) 

  New Zealand Driver Study: Developing a methodology for conducting a follow- 

  up study of newly licensed drivers, Journal of Safety Research, 34:329-336

Address for copies  IPRUNZ@otago.ac.nz, Injury Prevention Unit, University of Otago, 

  PO Box 913, Dunedin 9054, New Zealand
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Newly licensed rural and urban M-aori drivers – New Zealand Drivers’ Study

Investigating organisation Injury Prevention Research Unit, University of Otago; Ngai Tahu M-aori Health  

  Research Unit.     

Supporting organisation Health Research Council of New Zealand; Accident Compensation Corporation;  

  Road Safety Trust. 

Principal investigators Begg, D; Broughton, J; Connor, J; McDowell, A. 

Aims/objectives To examine the experiences and opinions of newly licensed M-aori drivers in New  

  Zealand, in order to identify some of the underlying behaviours and beliefs within  

  this high-risk group.

Progress/fi ndings The cohort of newly licensed M-aori drivers is part of the New Zealand   

  Drivers’ Study cohort, and comprises about 800 participants who    

  identifi ed as M-aori (either their sole ethnic group or one of the ethnic   

  groups to which they belong).

Status Active 

Commencement November 2005

Scheduled completion June 2010
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Overcoming barriers to cycling to and from school

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd      

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand 

Principal investigators De Pont, J; Mackie, H.

Aims/objectives To identify specifi c barriers to school students cycling to and from specifi c schools,  

  and to determine a ‘threshold’ at which cycling to school is likely to become   

  acceptable to parents and schools and favourable to school students within each  

  school.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings Data are being gathered for six schools; four in Auckland and one each   

  in New Plymouth and Tauranga. A combination of questionnaires,    

  interviews, focus groups and physical measures is being used. 

Commencement July 2007

Scheduled completion March 2009

Parental infl uence on the driving experiences of young newly licensed drivers

Investigating organisation Injury Prevention Research Unit, University of Otago; School of Population Health  

  (Auckland University); Department of Preventive and Social Medicine, University of  

  Otago      

Supporting organisation Health Research Council of New Zealand  

Principal investigators Brookland, R; Begg, D; Langley, J; Ameratunga, S; McKenzie, J.

Aims/objectives The overall aim of this research is to examine the infl uence of parents’ driving- 

  related attitudes and experiences on the driving behaviour, crashes and convictions  

  of adolescents as newly licensed drivers.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings This study is part of the New Zealand Drivers Study and the response   

  of the parents/caregivers of the young newly licensed drivers has been   

  excellent.  As of early 2008, nearly 800 of the 1,000 parent/caregiver and   

  young driver interviews required for this study had been completed.

Commencement November 2005

Scheduled completion June 2010
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Pedestrian facilities benefi ts

Investigating organisation Beca Infrastructure      

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand 

Principal investigator Turner, S

Aims/objectives To determine the effect of new and improved pedestrian facilities on the induced  

  number of pedestrians.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings This project is now due for completion by July 2008.

Commencement August 2005

Scheduled completion July 2008

Qualitative study of trends and culture of motorcycling in New Zealand  

Investigating organisation Injury Prevention Research Unit, University of Otago      

Supporting organisation Accident Compensation Corporation

Principal investigators Currey, N; Simpson, N. 

Aims/objectives To describe reasons for riding motorcycles, attitudes and behaviour towards safety,  

  perception of risk, and predicted future trends for the motorcycling population in  

  New Zealand.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings An ethics application has been prepared and submitted.  Interviews   

  of motorcyclists, motorcycle retailers and others in the motorcycling   

  industry will commence in 2008.

Commencement July 2007

Scheduled completion June 2009
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Reducing traffi c speed in roadworks zones using obtrusive perceptual countermeasures

Investigating organisation University of Otago      

Supporting organisation Road Safety Trust

Principal investigator Leland, L

Aims/objectives To investigate the ability of various arrangements of road cones to reduce traffi c  

  speeds at roadworks sites.

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings A technical report has been provided and a journal article is in preparation.

Commencement March 2007

Scheduled completion May 2008

Refi nement and validation of a computerised driving-assessment tool for prediction of driving 
in persons with brain disorders or age-related cognitive decline

Investigating organisation Van der Veer Institute for Parkinson’s and Brain Research  

Supporting organisation Road Safety Trust

Principal investigators Jones, R; Innes, C; Davidson, P; Anderson, T; Dalrymple-Alford, J.

Aims/objectives To refi ne and validate a computerised driving assessment tool for prediction of  

  driving in persons with brain disorders or age-related cognitive decline 

Status Active 

Progress/fi ndings Recruited and obtained off- and on-road assessment reports for referrals to   

  Burwood Hospital’s Driving and Vehicle Assessment Service. Completed   

  interim analysis of full and screening predictive models based on off- and on-road  

  assessment data from a sample of these referrals.

Commencement  December 2006

Scheduled completion  December 2008
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Road-user behaviour and attitude monitoring

Investigating organisation Ministry of Transport 

Principal investigators Frith, W J; Povey, L J.

Aims/objectives To monitor road-user behaviour by means of roadside surveys of drivers’ speed and  

  breath alcohol, road users’ restraint use, and cyclists’ use of helmets. To monitor  

  road-user attitudes by surveying people’s attitudes to various issues relating to road  

  safety and enforcement.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Annual updates on schedule. Survey results are published on the Ministry   

  website as they become available.

Commencement July 1994

Scheduled completion Ongoing

Publications Keall, M D; Frith, W J (1999). Measures of Exposure to Risk of Road Crashes in New  

  Zealand. IPENZ Transactions, Wellington.

  Ministry of Transport (2007). Public attitudes to road safety: highlights of the 2007  

  survey.

   http://www.transport.govt.nz/assets/NewPDFs/Attitudessurvey2007summaryweb.pdf

Address for copies Transport Monitoring, Ministry of Transport, PO Box 3175, Wellington 6140, 

  New Zealand

School bus safety 

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd 

Supporting organisation Land Transport New Zealand

Principal investigators Baas, P; Charlton, S; Mackie, H.

Aims/objectives The objectives of the research are to:

  • improve the safety of school bus services

  • prevent injuries by improving vehicle standards

  • improve compliance with the 20km/h speed limit that applies when vehicles are  

      travelling past school buses that have stopped to let children on and off

  • determine the feasibility of requiring seatbelts to be fi tted in school buses

  • address problems with passenger behaviour that adversely affect safety and  

      personal security.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings On schedule

Commencement July 2007

Scheduled completion June 2009
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Understanding drivers’ reactions to perceived risk – speed, headway and hand position 

Investigating organisation University of Canterbury; Opus International Consultants.

Supporting organisation University of Canterbury; Road Safety Trust; Opus International Consultants

Principal investigators Fourie, M; Walton, D, Kemp, S.

Aims/objectives To measure drivers’ reactions to perceived risk (in rainy weather) in terms of speed,  

  headway and hand position on the steering wheel. The relationship between the  

  variables will be examined, as well as their effectiveness as measures of perceived  

  risk. The project will provide a greater understanding of how drivers respond to  

  perceived risk, as well as providing a key insight into how perceived risk can be  

  measured.

Status Completed 

Progress/fi ndings It was concluded that driver hand position is a reliable intermediate   

  outcome measure of driving behaviour related to accidents.

Commencement November 2006

Scheduled completion February 2008

Work-related road injuries 

Investigating organisation Auckland University

Supporting organisation Accident Compensation Corporation

Principal investigators Ameratunga, S; Jackson, R.

Aims/objectives To investigate factors in work-related road injury resulting in an Accident   

  Compensation Corporation (ACC) claim.

Status Completed 

Progress/fi ndings A report was submitted to ACC and three articles were published following   

  completion of the project.

Commencement October 2006

Scheduled completion June 2007

Publications 1. Robb G; Sultana, S; Ameratunga, S; Jackson, R. (2008). A systematic review  

       of epidemiological studies investigating risk factors for work-related road traffi c  

       crashes and injuries. Injury Prevention 2008 14: 51-58.

  2. Sultana, S; Robb, G; Ameratunga, S; Jackson, R (2007). Non-fatal, work-related   

      motor vehicle traffi c crash injuries in New Zealand: analysis of a national claims     

      database. New Zealand Medical Journal 2007; 120 (1267): U2863.

  3. Ameratunga, S; Sultana, S; Robb, G (2008). Recruitment of insurance claimants  

      for research on work-related motor vehicle traffi c crashes: fi ndings and   

      implications. Australasian Epidemiologist April 2008 Vol. 15. 1, 10-13.

Address for copies Email: s.ameratunga@auckland.ac.nz
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Control charts for assessing the effectiveness of police traffi c safety activities

Investigating organisation Ministry of Transport 

Principal investigators Mara, M K; Leung, J.

Aims/objectives To establish the statistical methodology for providing a monitoring tool for the  

  effect of Police enforcement activity on traffi c safety.

Status Active

Progress/fi ndings Road safety control charts for 2008 have been developed.

Commencement July 1997

Scheduled completion Ongoing

Publications Mara, M K; Guria, J C (1998). An Application of Control Charts in Monitoring 

  Road Safety Performance at National and District Levels. Road Safety Research  

  Policing Education Conference, Wellington.

 Guria, J C; Mara, M K (2000). Monitoring performance of road safety   

 programmes in New Zealand. Accident Analysis and Prevention (32) 5, 695-702

 Guria, J C; Mara, M K (2001). Predicting performance of annual safety   

 outcomes. Accident Analysis and Prevention (33) 3, 387-392.

Address for copies Transport Monitoring, Ministry of Transport, PO Box 3175, Wellington 6140, 

  New Zealand

MISCELLANEOUS
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Study on the Future Options for Roadworthiness Enforcement in the European Union (AUTOFORE)

Investigating organisation Transport Engineering Research New Zealand Ltd 

Supporting organisation FRST International Investment Opportunities Fund; European Union and EU   

  member states

Principal investigator Baas, P H.

Aims/objectives The purpose of the Autofore project is to recommend improvements in   

  roadworthiness enforcement in the European Union. This will ensure that   

  the benefi ts that accrue from the original design and manufacture of vehicles are  

  retained throughout the life of those vehicles. 

Status Completed

Progress/fi ndings  On the basis of available accident data and economic analysis the short-term  

  recommendations were:

  (a) that older cars and vans are inspected annually

  (b) the addition of widely-fi tted safety-relevant electronically- controlled systems,  

  such as antilock braking (ABS), electronic stability control (ESC) and airbags to the  

  list of items that must be inspected

  (c) the addition of motorcycles and mopeds to the list of vehicle classes that should  

  be inspected periodically. 

  In addition, continue to: investigate further improvements to periodic vehicle  

  inspection, inspect other roadworthiness-related electronically-based technologies,  

  and develop other ways of ensuring that road vehicles remain roadworthy and to  

  further harmonise European roadworthiness standards.

Commencement February 2005

Scheduled completion February 2007

Publications Autofore Report (2007) Study on the Future Options for Roadworthiness   

  Enforcement in the European Union.

Address for copies  http://www.cita-vehicleinspection.org/en/Default.htm
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